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We present the design, measurement and analysis of a current sensor based on a process of
Josephson parametric upconversion in a superconducting microwave cavity. Terminating a coplanar
waveguide with a nanobridge constriction Josephson junction, we observe modulation sidebands
from the cavity that enable highly sensitive, frequency-multiplexed output of small currents for ap-
plications such as transition-edge sensor array readout. We derive an analytical model to reproduce
the measurements over a wide range of bias currents, detunings and input powers. Tuning the
frequency of the cavity by more than 100 MHz with DC current, our device achieves a minimum
current sensitivity of 8.9 pA/
√
Hz. Extrapolating the results of our analytical model, we predict an
improved device based on our platform, capable of achieving sensitivities down to 50 fA/
√
Hz, or
even lower if one could take advantage of parametric amplification in the Josephson cavity. Taking
advantage of the Josephson architecture, our approach can provide higher sensitivity than kinetic
inductance designs, and potentially enables detection of currents ultimately limited by quantum
noise.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ultra-low noise radiation detection has applications in
astronomy, particle physics, and quantum information
processing. In particular, transition edge sensors (TES)
allow for broadband radiation detection with exception-
ally low noise equivalent power [1] and photon number
resolution [2, 3]. To read out the small changes in current
of TES in response to radiation absorption, highly sensi-
tive current amplifiers such as superconducting quantum
interference devices (SQUIDs) can be used with sensitivi-
ties as low as 4 fA/
√
Hz [4]. However, with the increasing
number of TES to be read out simultaneously in multi-
pixel detectors, SQUID amplifiers significantly increase
system cost and complexity, especially when employing
frequency-domain multiplexing to reduce the number of
necessary amplifiers [5].
An example of recently developed current detectors
as a replacement of SQUIDs are kinetic inductance
parametric upconverters (KPUPs), also referred to as
microwave kinetic inductance nanowire galvanometers,
which rely on the changing kinetic inductance Lk of a
narrow superconducting wire embedded in a microwave
circuit in response to a DC bias current, with state of
the art devices reaching current sensitivities SI between
5 pA/
√
Hz to 10 pA/
√
Hz [6–8]. One could potentially
achieve a higher response from such a cavity detector by
replacing the nanowire kinetic inductance element with
a Josephson junction (JJ), enabling detection of currents
using a Jospheson parametric upconverter (JPUP). This
would also enable the incorporation of processes such as
Josephson parametric amplification, which allows signals
to be amplfied with quantum limited noise [9], directly
in the readout cavity.
Typically, the integration of JJs in superconducting
microwave circuits is technologically more demanding
∗ g.a.steele@tudelft.nl
due to the additionally needed fabrication steps to avoid
aging effects and low coherence at microwave frequen-
cies [10–13]. The intrinsically large Kerr-nonlinearity of
JJs [14] can additionally place an upper limit on the de-
vice power allowed for circuit operation, which calls for
either large critical current JJs with additional fabrica-
tion challenges [15], or appropriate circuit design for suf-
ficiently diluting the nonlinearity to provide stable device
operation.
Here, we provide experimental realisation of a JPUP
based on a hybrid combination of a direct current
(DC) accessible microwave cavity in coplanar waveguide
(CPW) geometry [16, 17]. The design uses a constriction
JJ fabricated in the same step and layer as the microwave
cavity which simplifies the fabrication procedure and al-
lows for high cavity drive powers [18–21]. We show device
operation by converting kHz current signals to the GHz
range, and reproduce the data with an analytical model
for a wide range of bias currents, drive detunings and
drive powers. Our device achieves performance compa-
rable to KPUP technology, with the potential to provide
enhanced current sensitivity with a more optimized de-
sign. Ultimately, by using Josephson parametric amplifi-
cation in the same cavity as used for sensing, the JPUP
could sense low frequency currents with a sensitivity lim-
ited by quantum noise.
II. THE DC BIAS MICROWAVE CIRCUIT
The device consists of a galvanically accessible mi-
crowave cavity, formed by a CPW that is shunted by an
input capacitor Cs and shorted to ground at its far end
by a JJ, as depicted in Figs. 1(a-c). The JJ is formed by
a narrow constriction in the superconducting base-layer,
which allows us to fabricate it in the same step as the
microwave circuit. For details on the fabrication proce-
dure, see Sec. SII of the Supplemental Material [22]. Due
to the shunt capacitor allowing low-frequency signals to
pass through, but acting as a semi-transparent mirror for
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FIG. 1. A coplanar microwave Josephson circuit with direct current bias. (a) Optical image of the measured device.
It consists of a coplanar waveguide transmission line shunted to ground via a parallel plate capacitor Cs on the input, and the
Josephson junction shorting the CPW center conductor to ground on the far end. (b) Optical close-up of the area around the
JJ. (c) Schematic circuit layout. (d) Current-voltage characteristics of the JJ, measured by sweeping the bias current up and
down (sweep direction indicated by arrows). (e) Normalized and background-corrected reflection |S11| of the device with zero
bias current applied, cf. Sec. SIII 1 of the Supplemental Material [22]. Circles: data, line: fit. (f) Reflection coefficient |S11| as
a function of bias current. Since the Josephson inductance increases with bias current, the resonance frequency of the circuit
shifts towards lower values.
microwave frequencies, our circuit allows for simultane-
ous measurements in the DC and RF regimes.
In the DC regime, the CPW center conductor acts as
a long lead to the JJ, which we use to perform a current-
voltage measurement to characterize the JJ. Upon apply-
ing an increasing DC bias current, the JJ switches from
the superconducting to the voltage state and back again
at switching and retrapping currents Is ≈ 8.5 µA and
Ir ≈ 6.1µA, as shown in Fig. 1(d). The observed hys-
teresis is most likely a combination of the capacitances
of the CPW and shunt capacitor, and local heating in
the junction area, cf. Refs. [23–26] and Sec. SIV in the
Supplemental Material [22].
In the RF regime, the JJ acts as a nonlinear inductor,
with its inductance LJ depending on the amount of bias
current Ib flowing through it, according to
LJ(Ib) =
Φ0
2pi
√
I2c − I2b
, (1)
with Ic the critical current and Φ0 the magnetic flux
quantum. For zero bias current, both the impedance of
shunt capacitor and of the JJ are small compared to the
characteristic impedance of the CPW, i.e. ωLJ , 1/ωCs 
Z0. The CPW can thus host a fundamental half-
wavelength (λ/2) mode with current antinodes at both
ends. When recording the reflected signal of the device
using single-tone RF spectroscopy, the reflection signal
shows a dip in the spectrum as seen in Fig. 1(e). We fit
the data using the reflection coefficient of our circuit,
S11 =
κe − κi − 2i∆
κe + κi + 2i∆
, (2)
with ∆ = ω − ω0 the detuning between a drive at ω and
the resonance frequency ω0 and the external and internal
loss rates κe and κi, respectively. At zero bias current, we
find a resonance frequency of ω0 = 2pi × 7.438 GHz, and
linewidths of κe = 2pi × 624 kHz and κi = 2pi × 261 kHz.
As we DC-bias the circuit, LJ increases, effectively
shifting the voltage antinode closer to the JJ. This re-
sults in a continuously decreasing resonance frequency,
tuning over approximately 108 MHz, cf. Fig. 1(f). We
can approximate the bias current dependence of the cav-
ity resonance frequency with a model describing a λ/2
3CPW resonator terminated by a JJ via
ω0(Ib) =
ωλ/2
1 + LJ(Ib, Ic)/Lr
(3)
with ωλ/2 the resonance frequency of the CPW directly
shorted to ground and Lr the total bare resonator induc-
tance (see Sec. SIII 3 of the Supplemental Material [22]
and Ref. [27]). We use this model to fit the measured
resonance frequencies in Fig. 2(a), from which we extract
ωλ/2 = 2pi×7.515 GHz, Lr = 3.458 nH and Ic = 9.176 µA.
The resonator inductance agrees with the value expected
from our circuit design. The critical current as inferred
from the microwave measurement is approximately 8 %
larger than the DC switching current. We suspect that
current noise in the DC line leads to premature switching
of the JJ in the IV measurements, resulting in Is < Ic,
as discussed in Sec. SV of the Supplemental Material [22]
and Ref. [28]. On the other hand, the RF measurement
is sensitive to the Josephson inductance, from which we
can infer the critical current in a less perturbative way.
We note that current-biasing a superconducting wire will
also change its kinetic inductance Lk [29, 30]. However,
while our device does possess a noticeable kinetic induc-
tance fraction [31], the changes in Lk within the range
of applied bias currents are negligible compared to LJ
and we thus attribute the resonance frequency shift com-
pletely to the latter, cf. Sec. SIII 2 of the Supplemental
Material [22].
III. CURRENT DETECTION BY FREQUENCY
UP-CONVERSION
Figure 2(a) illustrates the principle of current detec-
tion using the DC biased Josephson cavity. To detect
small modulation currents, we drive the cavity on reso-
nance ω0(Ib) and simultaneously modulate the bias point
Ib with a low-frequency signal δI = ILF cos Ωt, so that
the total current is given by I = Ib + ILF cos Ωt. The
responsivity of the resonance frequency to bias current,
G1 =
∂ω0
∂Ib
, (4)
exceeds 2pi × 100 MHzµA−1 for Ib & 8µA. As a con-
sequence, once the resonance frequency is modulated
by ILF, phase modulation leads to the generation of
sidebands in the microwave drive tone reflection with
ω = ωd ± nΩ, where n ∈ Z. The reflected cavity field
thus exhibits the drive tone together with the sidebands,
as depicted in Fig. 2(b).
The general equation of motion for the amplitude field
α of a harmonic high-Q oscillator with small nonlinearity
β, written in the frame rotating with the drive, is given
by
α˙ =
[
−i
(
∆ + β|α|2
)
− κ
2
]
α+
√
κeSin , (5)
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FIG. 2. Current detection by frequency up-
conversion. (a) Cavity resonance frequency for increasing
DC bias current, showing a total frequency shift of 108 MHz.
Circles: measured data, line: fit to resonance frequency us-
ing Eq.(3). Inset: sketched measurement scheme in the fre-
quency domain. By driving the cavity on resonance ω = ω0
and simultaneously modulating with a low frequency current
δI = ILF cos Ωt, the cavity generates sidebands to the drive
tone at ω0±Ω (dashed grey arrows). (b) The power spectrum
of the reflected field at Ib = 2.5µA, containing the input pump
signal at ω0 and the first order sidebands due to mixing at
ω0 ±Ω. The noise floor sets a lower limit on the smallest de-
tectable sideband amplitude. The sideband amplitude allows
us to directly calibrate the noise floor and thus the sensitivity
from the signal-to-noise ratio, here SNR ≈ 30 dB.
with Sin the amplitude of the drive field in units of√
Photons/Hz at ω, and β a small nonlinearity [32].
We consider the case in which the cavity resonance fre-
quency is a function of an additional current given by
I = Ib + δI = Ib + ILF cos Ωt, such that
ω0 = ω0(Ib) +
n∑
m=1
∂mω0
∂Im
δIm = ωI +
n∑
m=1
GmδI
m . (6)
The resulting field amplitude of the first order sidebands
appearing at ω0 ± 1Ω is
|S±1|2 = κeα
2
0G
2
1I
2
LF
κ2 + 4(∆± Ω)2 . (7)
In our experiment, we chose Ω = 2pi × 1 kHz and ILF =
10 nA. In this case, Ω  κ and red (S−) and blue
(S+) sidebands have approximately equal amplitudes, see
Sec. SVI of the Supplemental Material [22]. Note that
even higher order contributions from the current still con-
tribute to the ±1Ω sideband, but those contributions can
be neglected for relatively weak modulation.
To explore the parameter space of our device, we per-
formed a series of current-mixing measurements for dif-
ferent values of bias current Ib, drive detuning ∆ and
drive amplitude Sin, for all of which we observe excel-
lent agreement between experiment and theory: As can
4be seen in Fig. 3(a), for the case of varying bias cur-
rent and as expected from Eqs. (3),(7), the first order
sideband vanishes for zero bias current. As we increase
the DC bias current, the increasing Josephson inductance
leads to an increased responsivity ∂ω0/∂Ib, which in turn
results in a growing sideband amplitude. Assuming all
other parameters remain constant, the sideband ampli-
tude should keep growing until the bias current reaches
the critical current of the JJ, at which point the junc-
tion switches to the normal state, effectively destroying
the device response. However, already at Ib ≈ 0.75Ic
the sideband amplitude exhibits a maximum value and
begins to decrease subsequently. The origin for this phe-
nomenon lies in the growth of κi for increasing Ib, which
limits the maximum achievable sideband amplitude, cf.
Sec.IV B and Sec. SV of the Supplemental Material [22].
Operating the device at constant bias current and drive
power Pin but sweeping the drive tone with respect to
the cavity resonance similarly reduces the sideband am-
plitude, which is reflected in both the theoretical model
and our measurements, cf. Fig. 3(b). We attribute de-
viations of the model from the data to an effectively in-
creased cavity linewidth resulting from a noise-induced
fluctuating cavity frequency.
Finally, when setting the detuning back to zero and
sweeping the drive power, we initially observe a linear
increase of the sideband amplitude, cf. Fig. 3(c). This
is in good agreement with the intracavity field depen-
dence with pump power of a linear cavity. However, due
to the nonlinearity of the JJ and the resulting Kerr an-
harmonicity of the circuit, our device enters the Duffing
regime for large input powers, resulting in the observable
reduction of the sideband amplitude: The anharmonic-
ity results in a down shifted resonance frequency given
by ω′0 = ω0 − |α0|2β. In the measurement depicted in
Fig. 3(c), the only varying parameter is the pump power,
which means that in the Duffing regime the drive acquires
an increase in detuning for increased power, resulting in
a decreased sideband amplitude, as we saw earlier.
IV. CURRENT SENSITIVITY
Having established the validity of our theoretical
framework, we calculate the current sensitivity SI of our
device. This quantity captures the minimum current that
the device is able to discriminate from the noise floor.
We obtain this quantity by extracting the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of the first sideband amplitude: Since we
know the amplitude of our ingoing LF current signal, we
can convert the sideband amplitude and noise floor to
currents as described in Sec. SIX of the Supplemental
Material [22]. We obtain
SI = ILF√
ENBW× 10(S−N)/10 , (8)
with ENBW the equivalent noise bandwidth of the spec-
trum analyzer [33], and S and N the amplitudes of the
sideband and the noisefloor in dBm, respectively.
A. Measured device
We analyze SI for a large range of bias currents and
drive powers. The device sensitivities extracted via
Eq. (8) are plotted in Figs. 4(a,b) for the measured
and modeled data, respectively, showing good qualita-
tive agreement. Linecuts through the 2D measured and
simulated data at the best measured value of SI show
good quantitative agreement between theoretical model
and measurement, cf. Figs. 4(c,d). For a fixed bias
current, the current sensitivity drops exponentially as a
function of input power, reaching a minimum value of
SI = 8.9 pA/
√
Hz at Ib = 7.3 µA and Pin = −113 dBm.
Similarly, as a function of bias current and fixed input
power, the current sensitivity drops rapidly over more
than two orders of magnitude. Our theoretical calcula-
tions deviate from the measured data for very large input
powers and bias currents, for which the model predicts
sensitivity values larger than observed. This deviation
might be due to minor differences in experimental and
theoretical detuning: If the the pump tone ω0 is slightly
below the value of ω′0 in the limit of nph → 0, the pump
will initially be slightly red-detuned (∆ < 0) and move
to blue-detuned (∆ > 0) as the resonance shifts down-
ward due to the Kerr nonlinearity, instead of starting on-
resonance and becoming only blue-detuned as we increase
Pin. Depending on the pump power at which ∆ = 0,
the theory curve will underestimate the sideband ampli-
tude for ∆ > 0, resulting in too large values of SI , as in
Fig. 4(c) for Pin ≥ −120 dBm. As detailed in Sec. SVIII
of the Supplemental Material [22], the model follows the
measured data more closely for high pump powers as-
suming an initially red detuned drive. This deviation is
especially large for high bias currents because the anhar-
monicity grows with Ib. Thus, the cavity resonance shifts
stronger with pump power and the drive is more likely
to have a smaller detuning than expected for high Pin.
B. Limitations of present device and setup
Optimum sensitivity would be achieved for zero pump
detuning, maximum pump power and biasing the device
close to Ic, cf. Fig.4(a),(b). In our experiment we were
unable to operate the device in a stable regime for bias
currents greater than 0.9Ic, after which the JJ occasion-
ally switched to the normal state, destroying the RF reso-
nance. Additionally, we observed exponential increase of
the internal loss rate for large bias currents. These effects
are presumably due to random phase diffusion across
the junction and electrical interference in our setup, cf.
Sec. SV of the Supplemental Material [22]. Most notably,
at elevated bias currents spurious sidebands at integer
multiples of 50 Hz appear in the measured spectra, which
are due to insufficient isolation between the DC and RF
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FIG. 4. Finding the best device sensitivity. Current sensitivity in pA/
√
Hz versus bias current and input power, as
measured (a) and calculated (b). Dashed grey lines correspond to the linecuts in (c) and (d), circle marks the point of minimum
measured sensitivity. Color scale is logarithmic from 10 to 1000, black lines mark contour lines of sensitivity values as labeled.
(b) Sensitivity at 7.3µA versus pump power (vertical line in (a,b)). We attribute discrepancies at high Pin to differences in
∆ between measurement and theory. (c) Sensitivity at Pin = −113 dBm versus bias current (horizontal line in (a,b)). Circles:
measured data, lines: model, full circle: minimum measured sensitivity.
electronics. Using the same approach as for the intended
signal, we can quantify the current noise due to mains
power to 168 pA ≈ ILF/60. Improving the setup should
allow us to move to even higher bias currents, gaining
in SI . In addition, the resonance frequency shift due to
anharmonicity places an upper bound on the maximum
input power. In an optimized measurement, shifting the
pump frequency with pump power in order to remain
closer to resonance should allow us to gain more than
10 dB, reaching a minimum of 2.7 pA/
√
Hz, cf. Sec SVII
of the Supplemental Material [22].
C. Modeled optimized device
In order to improve SI , we propose a slightly changed
circuit layout that follows naturally from the measured
device and is immediately implementable: Instead of a
transmission line shorted to ground by a single JJ, we
propose to incorporate the Josephson inductance into the
6transmission line itself, by means of a diluted JJ meta-
material [34]. The optimized design would then be a
transmission line directly shorted to ground, with the
CPW center conductor made up of a series of identi-
cal unit cells, each composed of a combination of linear
and Josephson inductance (L0, LJ) and a capacitance to
ground (C0), as depicted in Fig. 5(a). Following the ap-
proach to circuit quantization presented in Ref. [35] and
methods from Refs. [36–38], we derive the resonance fre-
quency of this CPW as
ω0(Ib) =
pi
N
√
C0(LJ(Ib) + L0)
, (9)
in the limit of large N , as detailed in Sec.SXI of the Sup-
plemental Material [22]. To maximize the responsivity
G1 of the device via maximizing the participation ratio
ηJ = LJ/(L0 + LJ) per unit cell, we propose a CPW
with center conductor and gap sizes 1/10 of the current
design and a reasonably short unit cell length of 1µm.
This would result in L0 = 842 fH, LJ = 35.9 pH and
C0 = 169 aF per unit cell, cf. Ref. [39] and Sec. SXI
of the Supplemental Material [22]. For an initial reso-
nance frequency at ω0 = 2pi × 7.5 GHz, the device would
require approximately 845 unit cells, resulting in a to-
tal device length of 845 µm, much more compact than
our present layout. Such an optimized device offers a
significantly larger G1 ≈ 4 GHzµA−1 with a relative fre-
quency shift δω0/ω0 ≈ 50 %. Additionally increasing the
external coupling, e.g. by reducing the shunt capacitor
to 1/4 of its current size, this device would be able to
achieve sensitivities as low as 0.17 pA/
√
Hz, a factor of
54 improvement to our presented design, as shown in
Fig. 5(b). We note that in an ideal experiment, the drive
frequency should be tuned for increasing drive power in
order to account for the Kerr-shift of the resonance to
lower frequencies, thus minimizing ∆ and maximizing
α0. Implementing this measurement scheme would al-
low us to achieve sensitivities down to 50 fA/
√
Hz. Since
this estimation does not take parametric amplification
into account, we expect it to be an upper bound to the
experimentally achievable SI : Utilizing quantum-limited
parametric amplification built into the device would al-
low us to gain approximately 20 dB [9, 27, 34], providing
noise levels down to 5 fA/
√
Hz.
V. CONCLUSION
We presented a Josephson parametric upconverter and
demonstrated current sensitivities down to 8.9 pA/
√
Hz
which makes our compatible with TES readout, and de-
rived an analytical model that accurately reproduces the
measured data and is immediately applicable to other
device architectures. We estimate that future devices us-
ing increased Josephson participation ratios, and using
the intrinsic Kerr-nonlinearity for four-wave parametric
amplification built into the detection cavity, should al-
low for an increase SI ∼ 5 fA/
√
Hz, orders of magnitude
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FIG. 5. Estimated sensitivities for optimized device
design. (a) Instead of a linear CPW shorted to ground by
a nonlinear Josephson junction, the optimized device is a di-
luted JJ meta material with a CPW center conductor based
on a Josephson junction array, directly shorted to ground. (b)
Frequency responsivity G1 for the optimized (solid line) and
current device (dotted line). Due to the dominating Joseph-
son inductance, the optimized device tunes further with bias
current. (c) Predicted SI for the optimized device. Dot-
ted line indicates the minimum experimentally achieved sen-
sitivity of 8.9 pA/
√
Hz with the present design. For the JJ
array CPW, we predict sensitivities as low as 170 fA/
√
Hz
(solid line). The sensitivity curves upwards for high pump
powers due to the nonlinearity in the circuit. Choosing the
pump frequency to be continuously close to resonance for high
drive powers, the predicted sensitivity would drop down to
50 fA/
√
Hz (dashed line). Parametric amplification could re-
duce the sensitivity one order of magnitude further by re-
ducing the contribution of the noise of the cryogenic HEMT
amplifier in the readout noise of the cavity.
better than state of the art KPUPs and limited by the
fundamental quantum noise of the cavity.
DATA AVAILABILITY
All raw and processed data as well as supporting code
for measurement libraries, data processing and figure
generation is available in Zenodo [40]
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7Appendix A: Input-output formalism
Starting from Eq. (5), with the steady-state solution
α0, the reflection coefficient is given by
S11 = −1−√κe α0
Sin
= −1 + 2κe
κ+ 2i∆
(A1)
where the second equality holds in the limit β → 0 and
which can be recognized as the usual reflection expression
of circuit theory.
We now consider the case in which the cavity resonance
frequency is a function of an additional current given by
I = Ib + δI. With the resonance frequency given by
Eq. (6), the new equation of motion reads
α˙ =
[
−i
(
∆−
n∑
m=1
GmδI
m
)
− κ
2
]
α
−iβ|α|2α+√κeSin .
(A2)
With the Ansatz for the intracavity field α(t) = α0+δα(t)
and assuming |α|2 ≈ α20 we get
δα˙ =
[
−i
(
∆−
n∑
m=1
GmδI
m
)
− κ
2
]
δα
+iα0
n∑
m=1
GmδI
m .
(A3)
Let the modulation in current be of the form
δI = ILF cos Ωt = I−e−iΩt + I+e+iΩt (A4)
where I− = I+ = ILF/2. Our Ansatz for δα is conse-
quently
δα =
n∑
m=1
a−me−miΩt + a+me+miΩt . (A5)
Inserting Eqs. (A4),(A5) into Eq. (A3), we can group the
terms by their frequency components and equalize each
component individually in order to solve for the sideband
coefficients a±m. Each sideband output field can then be
calculated via
S±m =
√
κea±m . (A6)
We arrive at a compact result for the first order sidebands
appearing at ω0 ± 1Ω:
S±1 =
√
κeα0G1ILF
−iκ+ 2(∆± Ω) . (A7)
We calculated all a±m coefficients up to m = 3 using
Mathematica v11.3.0.0 in the notebook input-output
formalism.nb, which we subsequently converted to
python3 code using the notebook Export to Python.nb
located in Zenodo [40].
Appendix B: Calculating the steady-state solution
We can calculate α0 by solving Eq. (5) for a large pump
signal and treating the probe as a perturbation [32].
Thus, let us assume that the solution has the form
α(t) = α0 exp[iωpt] and the input signal Sin(t) = Sp(t) =
Sp0 exp[i(ωpt+ φ)] is the pump signal. Since we are only
interested in the steady-state solution, let Sp0, α0 ∈ R.
Inserting this into Eq. (5), we get(
i∆ +
κ
2
)
α0 + iβα
3
0 =
√
κeSp0e
iφ (B1)
Multiplying this equation with its complex conjugate re-
turns
β2α60 + 2∆βα
4
0 +
(
∆2 +
κ2
4
)
α20 − κeS2p0 = 0 . (B2)
While this third-order polynomial in α20 has multiple
complex solutions, the ones relevant in our case are only
real. In the high-power regime, our resonator will ex-
hibit bifurcation and Duffing behavior, meaning there
will be three real valued solutions to α20: The largest,
median and smallest one corresponding to the high, mid-
dle and low amplitude branch, respectively. For a given
input field Sp0 and detuning ∆, the (up to three) solu-
tions of this equation can be found either numerically or
analytically. However, for the parameters used in our ex-
periment, the solutions for α20 are identical because our
drive remains outside of the bifurcation regime. We can
then use the corrected intracavity field for obtaining the
sideband amplitudes by replacing the value of α0 for the
linear oscillator in Eq. (S1).
Furthermore, taking the resonance frequency as the
point where ∂α0/∂ω = 0, we can compute the frequency
shift the cavity experiences as a result of the driving
power by differentiating Eq. (B2) with respect to ω as
ω′0 = ω0 − |α0|2β . (B3)
Appendix C: Higher order terms
Already for second order in δI, the prefactors are too
complicated to write down in a short form, which is why
we refer to the full analytical solutions in the Mathemat-
ica notebook input-output formalism.nb located on
Zenodo [40]. We note that higher order corrections aris-
ing for terms in δIm, have only negligible effects on the
lower order forms. For the analysis in the main text, we
therefore only make use of the closed form for the first or-
der terms, and for the second order peaks in Fig. 6(b-d),
only the second order terms were used.
We observe higher order sidebands over a wide range
of operating points, with an exemplary spectrum exhibit-
ing both first and second order peaks plotted in Fig. 6(a).
Similar to Fig. 3(a), the second order sideband increases
with DC bias current up to Ib ≈ 0.75Ic where the am-
plitude is limited by the increasing internal loss rate, cf.
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FIG. 6. Exploring the parameter space for the sec-
ond order sideband amplitude. (a) Sideband height for
changing bias current setpoint at fixed input power and zero
detuning for varying bias current. (b) Sideband height for
changing drive detuning at fixed input power and bias cur-
rent. (c) Sideband height for changing input power at fixed
bias current and detuning. Circles: measured data, solid
lines: calculated amplitude via input-ouput theory, dotted
grey line: calculated sideband amplitude at I0 = 4 µA, ∆ = 0
and Pin = −129 dBm. Arrows indicate the setpoints for the
other respective panels. (d) The power spectrum at the out-
put at I0 = 4 µA, ∆ = 0 and Pin = −129 dBm containing
the input pump signal at ω0 and the first and second order
sidebands due to mixing at ω0±Ω and ω0± 2Ω. Dotted grey
line corresponds to the one in panels (a-c), dashed grey line
corresponds to the one in Fig. 3.
Fig. 6(b). As depicted in Fig. 6(c), finite drive detuning
strongly suppresses the sideband amplitude similar to the
first order peaks. The power dependence, cf. Fig. 6(c),
also closely resembles the shape of the first order side-
band, with maximum amplitude for high drive powers
and subsequent decrease due to increasing drive detuning
as a consequence of the downshift in resonance frequency
due to the Kerr nonlinearity.
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Appendix SI: Measurement setup
1. Wiring configuration
All measurements were taken with the device mounted to the millikelvin stage of a Bluefors BF 400-D dilution
refrigerator with a base temperature of approximately 15 mK. The measurement setup is sketched in Fig. S1. We use
in-house built, low-noise battery powered electronics for DC biasing of the device. For measurements involving current
detection, we modulate the voltage controlled current source with an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG), model
DG1022Z from Rigol. Microwave reflection measurements of the cavity are done using a vector network analyzer
(VNA) from Agilent, model PNA N5222A. Signal generation and spectroscopy for current detection are done using
signal generator SMB 100A (SG) and analyzer FSV13 (SA), respectively, from Rohde & Schwarz. The VNA and
SG paths are merged using directional couplers. Prior to the measurements on current detection, we calibrated the
frequency dependent difference in attenuation between the signal paths VNA – device under test (DUT) and SG –
DUT which we account for in all measurements and in the data analysis.
In order to minimize the influence of 50 Hz interference from mains powered equipment on our experiments, we
place the DC electronics on an isolated rack and place all RF equipment on another one. We observed significant
signal deterioration for elevated bias currents if the DC and RF electronics shared the same ground. For this reason,
we placed additional DC blocks with separated inner and outer conductors on the RF input lines (PE8212 from
Pasternack). Note that for the LF current modulation, we need to galvanically connect the AWG to our battery-
powered voltage controlled current source, which in turn leads to a potential source of significant 50 Hz interference
(see Sec. SV for more elaborate discussion on this topic).
The DC lines are heavily filtered using pi-filters inside the room-temperature electronics, and homemade copper
powder and two-stage RC-filters on the baseplate of the dilution refridgerator. The −3 dB cut-off for these filters is
at around 30 kHz, well above the chosen modulation frequency of 1 kHz.
2. Measurement protocol for current detection
The measurements on current detection were performed using the following measurement scheme:
1. Initialization and calibration: Turn off all outputs of RF instruments. Sweep the bias current back to zero
and then to the next bias value. Set the VNA output power to low power and perform an S11 measurement
from 7 GHz to 8 GHz. From this measurement, determine the resonance frequency f0 as the frequency at which
|S11| is minimum.
2. Current detection for fix pump power and detuning: Turn off the output of the VNA. Set the RF drive
from the SG to low power and the drive frequency to f0. Turn on the LF modulation (ILF = 10 nA, Ω =
2pi × 1 kHz). Trigger the SAto perform one measurement.
3. Current detection for variable detuning: Keep the RF pump power at the same value and sweep the RF
modulation frequency from f0 − 3 MHz to f0 + 3 MHz and for each detuning record the output signal using the
SA.
4. Current detection for variable pump power: Set the RF frequency back to f0. Sweep the RF pump power
and for each pump power record the output signal using the SA. After each pump power measurement, reinitialize
the bias current and find the resonance frequency again in order to reduce the number of ”dead” cases in which
the Josephson junction switched to the voltage state prematurely.
3. Estimation of the attenuation and amplification chain
To estimate the attenuation chain, we use the thermal noise of our cryogenic high electron mobility transistor
(HEMT) as a calibration source. The noise power due to the effective noise temperature Te ≈ 2 K of the HEMT as
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FIG. S1. Measurement setup used for all measurements. The directional coupler at the 3 K stage was terminated by a
50 Ω load at the coupled port. The bias current source is battery powered and voltage controlled, while all other equipment is
mains powered. DC blocks at room temperature isolate both center and outer conductor, while the ones at 15 mK only isolate
the center conductor.
given by the manufacturer is
P ′N,in = kBTe∆f ≈ 2.761× 10−23 W Hz−1 × 1 kHz ≈ 2.761× 10−20 W ≈ −165.6 dBm , (S1)
where ∆f = 1 kHz is the measurement bandwidth of our setup. By averaging over a few S11 traces taken with the
VNA in an area unaffected by our DUT, i.e. off-resonant to the cavity and thus leaving the background unaltered
in power, we extract an average signal and standard deviation which we use to define the signal-to-noise ratio at the
VNA, SNRVNA = 34.5 dB for a VNA output power of 0 dBm.
In our setup, the added noise from the HEMT dominates over other noise sources, which we deduce from an increase
in noise level when powering up the HEMT with the room temperature amplifiers already on. Therefore, the SNR
at the VNA is identical to the one at the HEMT output, and we deduce the power arriving at the HEMT input
to be Pin = −131.3 dBm. Between DUT and HEMT, the signal travels a certain distance of cabling and passes
through additional microwave components, cf. Fig. S1. On the way, the signal will have been reduced by X dB due
to the mentioned components, hence the power arriving at the HEMT will be P ′in = 10
−X/10Pin, which results in
an estimated attenuation of 129.3 dB of our VNA input line, assuming X = 2 dB of cable loss between sample and
HEMT.
We deduce the total gain of our amplification chain by calculating the average noise power measured with the
SA, PN,SA = −97.5 dBm in a 1 Hz bandwidth, and substracting from it the HEMT noise power P ′N,in = −195.6 dBm
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TABLE SI. Geometric device parameters
Symbol Description Value
s CPW center conductor 10µm
w CPW gaps to ground 6 µm
t Base layer thickness 20 nm
L′g Geometric inductance per length [39] 424 nH m
−1
C′0 Geometric capacitance per length [39] 169 pF m
−1
l CPW length, from end of shunt to JJ 6382 µm
As Shunt capacitor area 57 800µm2
td Dielectric layer thickness 140 nm
corresponding to the same bandwidth and the cable loss X = 2 dB, resulting in a total gain of 96.1 dB for the amplifier
chain.
Appendix SII: Device fabrication
The device is fabricated in a four-step process in the Kavli Nanolab cleanroom of TU Delft, using a combination
of electron beam lithography (EBL, EBPG5000+ from Raith), liftoff, sputtering (AC450 from Alliance), PECVD
(PlasmaPro 80 from Oxford Instruments) and dry-etching (Fluorine reactive ion etcher from Leybold Hereaus). An
optical micrograph of the fully packaged chip is shown in Fig. S2. The geometric device parameters are given in
Table SI. In the following we describe the fabrication step by step.
Substrate: We use a double-side polished high-resistivity (> 6 kΩ cm, light P/Boron doping, 550µm thickness) 4 inch
silicon wafer from IWS as substrate for our device. The wafer is covered in positive electron beam resist (AR-P
6200.13, approximate thickness 550 nm) and exposed to define the pattern for alignment and dicing markers. We
sputter-deposit 50 nm of Molybdenum-Rhenium (MoRe, RF magnetron sputtering in argon atmosphere from a
60 % Mo-40 % Re target) and lift off the resist-protected areas using an anisole bath and strong ultrasonication,
followed by multiple acetone and isopropanol baths. We subsequently cover the wafer with photoresist (HPR
504, 1.2 µm thick) and dice it into 14 mm× 14 mm chips for easier handling during fabrication.
Base layer: We pattern the Josephson junction together with the base layer and ground planes in a single lift-off
step using AR-P 6200.09 (200 nm) and 20 nm of sputtered Aluminum-Silicon (AlSi, reactive DC magnetron
sputtering in argon atmosphere from a 99 % Al-1 % Si target). Lift-off is done by placing the chip in the bottom
of a beaker with room-temperature anisole and strong ultrasonication for a few minutes.
Dielectric layer: For the shunt dielectric layer, we deposit 140 nm amorphous silicon at 90 ◦C using PECVD. Pat-
terning is done with EBL of a double-layer resist (PMMA 950K A4 and AR-N 7700.18) and reactive ion etching
in a SF6 + He atmosphere. The resist layers are in-situ removed using O2 plasma.
Top shunt plate: The top plate of the shunt capacitor is fabricated with an additional lift-off step using the same
resist as for the alignment markers, and sputtering 100 nm AlSi.
Packaging: To fit our printed circuit board (PCB), the chip is again covered in photoresist and trimmed down to
10 mm× 10 mm. After washing off the photoresist in a series of acetone and isopropanole baths, the chip is glued
to our copper sample holder, to which the PCB is mounted, using cryogenic GE varnish. Electrical connections
to the device are made using wedge-bonding on a Westbond wirebonder with aluminum wire bonds. We place
a small copper lid on the chip to protect it from dirt and to suppress box modes of a bigger copper lid screwed
onto the copper base, which accomodates the SMA connectors.
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FIG. S2. The full chip. Microscope image of the full chip, wirebonded to the PCB used for measurements. The chip hosts four
different devices: The CPW with single JJ discussed in the main text (bottom left), a reference cavity with the same geometry
shorted to ground (top left), and two devices shorted to ground by superconducting interference devices (SQUIDs) with loop
sizes 8 µm× 9 µm (top right) and 5 µm× 5 µm (bottom right). Structures in the chip center are used for room-temperature DC
tests. Chip size is 10 mm× 10 mm.
Appendix SIII: General device parameters
1. Reflection coefficient
The reflection coefficient of a transmission line with a shunt capacitor to ground on the input side and shorted to
ground on the far end is given by
S11(ω, κi, κe) =
κe − κi − 2i∆
κe + κi + 2i∆
= −1 + 2κe
κ+ 2i∆
(S1)
with the detuning from resonance, ∆ = ω − ω0 and the internal, external and total loss rates κi, κe and κ = κe + κi.
The real response function is however distorted by the complex microwave background which arises due to impedance
mismatches in our measurement setup. For this reason, we model the measured S11 spectra using the above model
for an ideal device multiplied by a complex microwave background and a rotation in the complex plane:
S′11(ω, κi, κe, θ) =
(
a+ bω + cω2
)
ei(a
′+b′ω) {eiθ [S11(ω, κi, κe) + 1]− 1} (S2)
Our fitting algorithm first detects the resonance as frequency corresponding to the maximum phase derivative and
fits the background signal by removing a certain window around the resonance frequency. In a second step, it fits
the modified model to the full data set keeping the background parameters fixed, and finally refits all background
and model parameters once more starting from the previously fitted values. A result of this fitting procedure, with
background removed, is shown in Fig. S3.
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FIG. S3. Data and fit of the reflection coefficient. (a) Real (©) and imaginary () value of the reflection coefficient S11
versus frequency. (b) Polar plot of the absolute value of S11 versus phase. Markers: data, solid lines: fits according to Eq. (S1).
The complex background and rotation are removed in both panels.
2. Kinetic inductance estimation
Our AlSi films have a significant kinetic inductance contribution due to their small thickness of only 20 nm. We
estimate the kinetic inductance fraction by performing a finite element electromagnetic simulation using Sonnet v16.56
(Sonnet Software Inc., 2018) of the reference device (shorted to ground on the same chip, thus excluding the Josephson
inductance) which results in an expected resonance due to only geometry at ωg = 2pi × 8.83 GHz. We compare this
value with the measured value of ωk = 2pi × 7.56 GHz. The kinetic inductance fraction is given by [31]
ηk =
L′k
L′k + L′g
= 1−
(
ωk
ωg
)2
(S3)
which has a value of 0.267 in our device, hence L′k = 154 nH m
−1. Kinetic inductance also increases as a function of
DC bias current via Lk(I) = Lk(0)
[
1 + (I/I∗)2
]
with the characteristic current I∗ [29]. The resulting downshift of
the resonance frequency can be described by
ω0(Ib) =
ω0(0)√
1 + ηkI2b /I
2∗
. (S4)
We emphasize however that in the JJ device, the sheet kinetic inductance is not the relevant tuning parameter: Biasing
the reference device up to 10µA does not show a trend; instead the fluctuations in f0 remain within the fitting errors,
cf. Fig. S4(a). Only when applying bias currents up to 200 µA, well beyond the values used for the measurements
presented in the main text, does the resonance frequency of the reference device shift to lower frequencies, as shown
in Fig. S4(b). We fit the data using Eq. (S4), extracting I∗ ≈ 7.35 mA. This supports our claim that we can exclude
kinetic inductance as an additional source of tuning the resonance frequency via applied bias currents and instead
identify the Josephson inductance as the relevant tuning parameter.
3. Resonance frequency versus current due to Josephson inductance
Adapting the calculation for a Josephson terminated transmission line cavity given in Ref. [27] to our device, we
find for the current dependence of the cavity resonance frequency
ω0(Ib) =
ωλ/2
1 + LJ(Ib, Ic)/Lr
, (S5)
with Lr the total device inductance, ωλ/2 the resonance frequency without the JJ and LJ the Josephson inductance
given in Eq. (1) of the main text. We use this model to fit the measured resonance frequencies and extract ωλ/2 =
2pi × 7.515 GHz, Lr = 3.458 nH and Ic = 9.176 µA. From the device geometry and kinetic inductance estimation, we
expect Lr = (L
′
g + L
′
k)l = 3.689 nH, which is in acceptable agreement with the fit value.
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FIG. S4. Frequency shift of the reference CPW shorted to ground. (a) Within the bias range for the device in the
main text, I0,max = 8 µA, the fluctuations in resonance frequency of the reference device are not due to kinetic inductance but
remain within the range of our fit errors for the resonance frequency. (b) Biasing the reference resonator up to 200µA allows
us to extract the characteristic current for the kinetic inductance of the superconductor, I∗ ≈ 7.35 mA. Markers: data with
error bars, solid line: fit to Eq. (S4), dashed lines: range of applied bias currents for JPUP experiments in main text.
Appendix SIV: On the hysteresis of switching currents in our DC measurements
Accodring to a simple RCSJ model, hysteresis in Josephson junctions should occur only for JJ quality factors
Q = R
√
2eIcCJ/~ > 1, with the junction capacitance CJ [23]. We perform finite element simulations with Sonnet
v16.56 (Sonnet Software Inc., 2018) to estimate the stray capacitance of the metal leads in direct vicinity of the JJ
(two 1 µm× 1 µm pads separated by 200 nm) to be CJ = 5.2 fF. Together with R = 108 Ω and Ic = 9.176 µA, the
junction would have Q ≈ 1.3. For Q & 1, the ratio between retrapping and critical current can be approximated as
Ir/Ic = 4/piQ. Hence, in order to satisfy our measured values, Q = 4/pi × Ic/Ir ≈ 1.91, which would be reached for
CJ ≈ 13 fF. Likely, the geometric capacitance of the CPW and the surrounding ground planes significantly contributes
and dominates the circuit capacitance: Already including a 50 µm portion of the CPW increases CJ to 14 fF, satisfying
this requirement. Additionally, we note that local heating in the junction area can also play a significant role, reducing
Ir further [24–26].
Appendix SV: On the increased loss rates for increased bias current
We observed an increase in the internal and external loss rates of the JJ terminated device for increased bias current,
as can be seen in Fig. S5(a). We can fit the loss rates quite accurately with a phenomenological exponential model of
the form
κ(Ib) = κ0 + κ1 exp
[
Ib
I∼
]
. (S1)
The extracted parameters for the device presented in the main text are given in Tab. SII. While κe should not
directly depend on bias current, we do observe a slight increase, possibly due to changes in the impedance, linewidth
broadening due to the increased ∂ω0/∂Ib or shifting the cavity through cable resonances. Regarding the increase in
internal loss rate, we identified the following mechanisms as most likely:
Electrical interference: While we physically disconnect all mains-powered equipment from our battery powered DC
electronics, and placed DC blocks for both inner and outer conductors on the RF inputs to the fridge, we still
notice a significant amount of 50 Hz interference on the measured spectra for high bias currents, cf. Fig. S6(a).
We calculate the magnitude of the spurious signals to be approximately 170 pA, or 1.7 % of ILF. We assume that
this interference is always present but only has noticeable effects for large ∂ω0/∂Ib. Since our RF spectroscopy
measurement takes more than 1 s, the measured linewidth is effectively broadened by the moving cavity, induced
by small-scale 50 Hz modulations. Note that the situation is significantly worse for an unoptimized setup (noise
coupling into the DC electronics via ground): In this case, the cavity spectrum is extremely broadened and
starts to resemble two dips for high I0, severely limiting the tuning range (c.f. Fig. S6(b) without, and Fig. 1(f)
S7
TABLE SII. Extracted loss rate parameters for the main text device.
Loss channel κ0/2pi (kHz) κ1/2pi (Hz) I∼ (nA)
Internal 256.16± 3.74 78.41± 11.86 777.89± 11.96
External 537.41± 2.11 0.021± 0.035 487.43± 52.40
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FIG. S5. Bias current dependent cavity loss rates. (a) Internal (©) and external () loss rates versus bias current of
the JJ terminated device. The measured values can be described by the exponential model (lines) from Eq. (S1). (b) Internal
(©) and external () loss rates of the reference device. We do not observe an increase in loss rate up to 200 µA. (c) Base
temperature during measurement of (b). As we exceed the fridge cooling power, the mixing chamber plate heats up, but
without any clear effect on κi and κe.
of the main text with isolation of the battery electronics from mains powered equipment). We estimate the
interfering current signal for this case to be 150 nA to 250 nA, significantly limiting any device operation in
either DC or RF. The measurement setup could be further improved by choosing a LF modulation frequency
which is not a higher order multiple of 50 Hz, such as 1111 Hz, instead of 1000 Hz. We note that there might
be other frequencies at which interfering signals couple into our device. Electrical noise only cannot explain the
observed increased loss rates because the latter are not simply proportional to ∂ω0/∂Ib.
Phase diffusion: The shorted reference device exhibits constant κi and κe upon DC bias up to 200µA, at which
point the mixing chamber starts to heat as we surpass the cooling power of 14µW for the LD400 Bluefors
since the power dissipated in our 2.7 kΩ low-pass filters reaches up to 108 µW. In contrast, the temperature did
not increase when measuring the JJ device. We therefore rule out quasiparticles (due to radiation or thermal
excitations, [23])in the CPW as a significantly contributing loss mechanism. Instead, phase diffusion across the
JJ can indeed play a significant role as the bias current approaches Ic. Applying a DC current bias tilts the
Josephson energy potential, enhancing the chance of phase-slip and quantum tunneling events, which can lead
to dissipation even without switching to the normal state, as long as the phase particle is able to settle in the
next washboard-potential minimum [? ].
Appendix SVI: Difference between first order red and blue sidebands
As derived in the main text, to first order in δI, the coefficients describing the sideband amplitudes are
a±1 =
α0G1ILF
−iκ+ 2(∆± Ω) . (S1)
Without changing the device, our peak height will increase if we modulate the current stronger (ILF ↑) or slower
(Ω ↓), and by pumping harder (Sin ↑). With the same setup, increasing the current responsivity (G1 ↑) would likewise
enhance the peak height. Moreover, for small LF modulations Ω  κ, the peaks for red and blue sidebands should
be equal in amplitude. In fact, the absolute difference between the two sidebands scales with
|a−1|2 − |a+1|2 ∝ 16∆Ω
(κ2 + 4(∆ + Ω)2) (κ2 + 4(∆− Ω)2) → 0 , (S2)
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FIG. S6. Mains power interference. (a) Current-mixing output spectrum taken at 7.1 µA bias current for the device in
the main text. Peaks at zero frequency and ±1 kHz correspond to the cavity-resonant continuous wave pump tone and the
mixing sidebands, respectively. Even with mains powered equipment separated from battery electronics, spurious peaks appear
at integer multiples of 50 Hz, corresponding to current signals of approximately 170 pA. (b) |S11| measurements of the same
device in the same cooldown, but with 50 Hz interference coupling to the DC electronics via a common ground. (c) Linecuts
through (b) at various bias currents as indicated in (b). For high bias currents, the resonance splits into two dips, clearly
hinting at significant current noise, which we estimate to be 150 nA to 250 nA.
for κ Ω. Our experiments with κ & 2pi× 750 kHz Ω = 2pi× 1 kHz support this statement, as we did not observe
systematic differences between red and blue sidebands (cf Fig. S7) over the entire parameter space.
Appendix SVII: Driving the cavity on resonance for high powers
To counteract acquired detuning from the downshift in resonance frequency for high pump powers due to the device
nonlinearity, in an ideal measurement configuration the drive tone would also be shifted correspondingly. As depicted
in Fig. S8, in such a situation, the sideband amplitude would keep increasing by more than 10 dB, resulting in a
minimum SI = 2.6 pA/
√
Hz.
Appendix SVIII: Deviations between data and theory for high powers
We observe deviations between the measured and modelled current sensitivity at high drive powers. As stated in
the main text, assuming an initially red-detuned drive, i.e. ∆ < 0 in the limit of |α| → 0 could explain this behavior.
In Figure S9, we plot the data with the original model, and add an initial detuning of −600 kHz to the drive tune.
While in this case the sensitivity is overestimated for small drive powers, the model follows the measured data closer
for high powers than the calculations for zero initial detuning.
Appendix SIX: Calculating the current sensitivity
The current sensitivity is defined by
SI = σI√
ENBW
, (S1)
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FIG. S7. Comparison of blue and red sideband. Current sensitivity in pA/
√
Hz versus bias current and input power, as
measured for −Ω (a, cf. Fig. 4 of the main text) and +Ω (b). Dashed grey lines correspond to the linecuts in (c) and (d), circle
marks the point of minimum measured sensitivity. (b) Sensitivity at 7.3 µA versus pump power (vertical line in (a,b)). (c)
Sensitivity at −113 dBm versus bias current (horizontal line in (a,b)). ◦: −Ω sideband, ?: +Ω sideband. Minimum sensitivities
are 8.90 pA/
√
Hz and 9.52 pA/
√
Hz, respectively. Within the traced out parameter space, we observed no systematic differences
between red and blue first order sidebands.
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FIG. S8. Driving the cavity on resonance. (a) Data (circles) and model with (solid line) and without (dashed line)
detuning of the first order sideband amplitude at I0 = 4 µA, cf. Fig. 3(c) of the main text. Tuning the drive to be matched to
the resonance results in a further increased sideband amplitude of more than 10 dB. (b) Data (circles) and model (solid line)
of the first order sideband amplitude at Pin = −113 dBm, cf. Fig. 4(d) of the main text. Dashed line corresponds to modelled
sensitivity at maximum drive power with shifted drive frequency.
with σI the magnitude of the current noise and ENBW the equivalent noise bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer.
In our experiment, the DUT converts the current modulation ILF into an up-converted voltage signal, which we
detect as the amplitude of the sidebands as PLF = 10
S/10 in W, with S the signal height in dBm. Additionally,
we record the noise floor amplitude PN = 10
N/10 which sets the minimum detectable power, and the signal to noise
ratio SNR = 10(S−N)/10. Since the detected power is proportional to the square of the voltage field, which in turn is
proportional to the input current, P ∝ V 2 ∝ I2LF, we can infer the equivalent white current noise level of the HEMT
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FIG. S9. Deviations between data and theory for high powers. (a) Data (circles) and model (lines) for current
sensitivity versus input power for the first order sideband amplitude at I0 = 7.3µA, cf. Fig. 4(c) of the main text. Solid
line corresponds to the same model as in the main text, dashed line has −600 kHz extra detuning added, corresponding to an
initially red-detuned drive. This way, better matching between data and theory is achieved for high pump powers
and the sensitivity via
σI =
ILF√
10(S−N)/10
(S2)
SI = ILF√
ENBW× 10(S−N)/10 . (S3)
For a Gaussian filter such as the one used in our setup, ENBW = 1.065×RBW, with RBW the resolution bandwidth
of the spectrum analyzer which was set to 5 Hz for all measurements [33]. In practice, we extract the sideband
amplitude from the measured spectra as the peak power value at the expected ω0 ±mΩ and compute the noise floor
as the average of the remaining data points.
Appendix SX: Data visualization
Our raw measurements include a significant number of outliers in current sensitivity, visible as bright spots and
streaks in Fig. S10(a). These are due to absent sidebands of all integer multiples of Ω, resulting in apparent negligible
SNR and SI > 1000 for these operating points. The streaks between 7 µA to 8µA are due to the pump frequency
not correctly adjusted to compensate for the shift due to changing bias current, resulting in very large detuning and
undetectable sidebands. For the remaining outliers, the pump was adjusted correctly, yet still no sidebands appear
in the measurement spectra. We attribute this to the AWG output randomly not being turned on, thus no input
modulation was applied and no sidebands produced. To exclude these outliers from further analysis, we chose to
discard data points differing by more than 50 % from the value expected from theory, and subsequently interpolated
the missing experimental data from the surrounding remaining data points.
Appendix SXI: Modeling the Josephson array CPW
To model a Josephson junction array transmission line resonator, we use N unit cells of length l, a transmission
line inductance per unit length L′, a capacitance per unit length C ′ and a lumped element Josephson inductance LJ ,
as depicted in Fig. S11 and Fig. 5(a) of the main text. Each unit cell has the inductance Ln = L
′l + LJ = L0 + LJ
and the capacitance Cn = C
′l = C0.
1. Full analytical model
In order to derive an analytical model, we follow the approach to circuit quantization presented in Ref. [35]. The
admittance matrix Y which relates voltages vn of a node n to the current injected by a hypothetical infinite impedance
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FIG. S10. Interpolating the dataset. Raw (a) and interpolated (b) measured current sensitivities of the −1Ω sideband
for all applied bias currents and pump powers. Outliers with large values of SI are due to off-resonant drive tones (streaks) or
absent LF modulation (speckles) due to errors in the measurement setup, resulting in no mixing at all (see text for details).
The data in (b) corresponds to Fig. 4(a) of the main text, with modified colorscale for enhanced visibility.
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FIG. S11. The JJ array CPW. Circuit schematic of a transmission line resonator consisting of N unit cells based on
series and parallel combinations of lumped linear inductors L0, capacitors C0 and Josephson junctions LJ , used for deriving an
analytical expression for the resonance frequency and anharmonicity. The φn indicate the flux at the individual circuit nodes.
Colors mark different unit cells, with unit cell number indicated below each element group. Note that while there are N unit
cells, there are only N − 1 circuit nodes.
source in following
Yv = i (S1)
explicitly writes
2Ys(ω) + Yg(ω) −Ys(ω) 0 . . . 0
−Ys(ω) 2Ys(ω) + Yg(ω) −Ys(ω) . . .
...
0 −Ys(ω) . . . . . .
...
...
. . .
. . . 2Ys(ω) + Yg(ω) −Ys(ω)
0 . . . . . . −Ys(ω) 2Ys(ω) + Yg(ω)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y

v1
v2
...
vN−2
vN−1
 =

i1
i2
...
iN−2
iN−1
 (S2)
where we have defined the admittances of the series and parallel blocks of the chain by Ys(ω) = 1/(iω(LJ +L0)) and
Yg(ω) = iωC0 respectively. Such a tridiagonal Toeplitz matrix [36] has well known eigenvalues ζm and eigenvectors
em, given here by
ζm(ω) = 2
[
1− cos
(pim
N
)]
+
Yg(ω)
Ys(ω)
(S3)
em(n) =
√
2
N
sin
(pimn
N
)
(S4)
S12
for m ∈ [1, N − 1]. Normal mode frequencies ωm are those which cancel the determinant of Y. Since the determinant
is proportional to the product of eigenvalues ζm(ω), the frequencies of the N − 1 modes satisfy ζm(ωm) = 0,
ωm =
√
2− 2 cos (pimN )
(LJ + L0)C0
. (S5)
The zero-point fluctuations in flux across the first inductive element (series combination of junction and inductor)
for a mode m is determined by the imaginary part of the derivative of the admittance Y1 = (i1/v1)in=0,n6=1, evaluated
at ωm. To obtain Y1, we write the admittance matrix as Y = UDU
T where D is the diagonal matrix with m-th
diagonal element ζm, and U is a matrix whose m-th row is em. Using this form to invert Eq. (S1) leads to v1v2. . .
vN−1
 = UD−1UT
 i10. . .
0
 (S6)
leading to
Y1(ω) =
NYs(ω)∑N−1
m=0
1
am(ω)
a0(ω) = 1
am(ω) =
1 + 2Ys(ω)Yg(ω) (1− cos(pim/N))
1 + cos(pim/N)
) for m > 0 .
(S7)
To compute its derivative, evaluated at ωm, we rewrite Y1 as
Y1(ω) = am(ω)
NYs(ω)
1 +
∑N−1
m′=0
am(ω)
am′ (ω)
δmm′
(S8)
with δmm′ the Kronecker delta, such that
∂Y1(ω)
∂ω
=
∂am(ω)
∂ω
NYs(ω)
1 +
∑N−1
m′=0
am(ω)
am′ (ω)
δmm′
+ am(ω)
∂
∂ω
 NYs(ω)
1 +
∑N−1
m′=0
am(ω)
am′ (ω)
δmm′
 . (S9)
Since am′(ωm) ∝ λm′(ωm) = 0 if m′ 6= m, evaluating the derivative at ωm and taking its imaginary part yields
ImY ′1(ωm) = Im
(
∂Y1(ω)
∂ω
∣∣∣∣
ω=ωm
)
= Im
(
NYs(ωm)
∂am(ω)
∂ω
∣∣∣∣
ω=ωm
)
=
NC0
1− cos2(pim/N) .
(S10)
The zero-point fluctuations in flux across the first inductive elements for a mode m is then given by [35, 37]
φzpf,1,m =
√
~
ωm ImY ′1(ωm)
. (S11)
The definition of flux [38] φn(t) =
∫ t
−∞ vn(τ)dτ translates in the frequency domain to φn(ω) = iωvn(ω). So knowing
the relation between the node voltage amplitudes at a frequency ωm, given by the coefficients em(n), is sufficient to
convert the fluctuations in flux at the first node to another. We are interested in the fluctuations in flux across the
nth inductive element which is given by
φzpf,n,m = φzpf,1,m
em(n)− em(n− 1)
em(1)
(S12)
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FIG. S12. Device parameters for the JJ CPW. (a) Unit cell length l (solid, left) and total CPW length l0 (dashed, right)
for varying unit cell number N . (b) Normal inductance per unit cell (solid, left) and device anharmonicity (dashed, right) for
varying unit cell number N . All quantities are calculated with the full analytical model for a resonance frequency at 7.5 GHz.
TABLE SIII. Device parameters for the proposed JJ CPW
Symbol Description Value
s CPW center conductor 1µm
w CPW gaps to ground 0.6 µm
t Base layer thickness 80 nm
l Unit cell length 1 µm
N Number of unit cells 845
l0 total CPW length 845µm
LJ Josephson inductance per unit cell 35.9 pH
L0 Normal inductance per unit cell 842 fH
C0 Geometric capacitance per unit cell 169 aF
for n ∈ [1, N ]. The fluctuations in flux across the nth junction are then(
LJ
LJ + L0
)
φzpf,n,m (S13)
This leads to the total anharmonicity Am for a mode m
Am =
1
2φ20LJ
(
LJ
LJ + L0
)4 N∑
n=1
φ4zpf,n,m (S14)
where φ0 = ~/2e is the reduced flux quantum.
Given an initial resonance frequency for zero bias current of 7.5 GHz and the CPW parameters as specified in the
main text for a 1 µm wide CPW, we can use Eq. (S5) to calculate the relation between unit cell length and number
of unit cells, cf. Fig.S12(a). Compared to the device in the main text, the JJ CPW can be significantly shorter, e.g.
l0 = 845µm for a unit cell length l = 1µm. The higher the number of unit cells, the shorter the individual unit cells,
which leads to an increase in the participation ratio of the Josephson inductance to the total inductance per unit cell,
ηJ =
LJ
LJ + L0
, (S15)
and the smaller the contribution of normal inductance 1− ηJ , cf. Fig.S12(b). The anharmonicity has a maximum of
6.8 kHz for a unit cell number N = 154 which corresponds to ηJ = 2/3, but drops rapidly for larger N .
Motivated by a larger current responsivity for large ηJ , our proposed device has 845 unit cells and ηJ = 97.7 %. All
parameters are detailed in Tab. SIII. We plot the calculated resonance frequency and anharmonicity for the proposed
device design in Fig. 5 from the main text as a function of bias current in Fig. S13. Since Josephson inductance
dominates, resulting in the resonance frequency tuning by more than 55 %.
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FIG. S13. Bias current tuning of the 1 µm JJ CPW. Solid line: Resonance frequency versus bias current for the
proposed JJ CPW device. Dashed line: Anharmonicity versus bias current for the proposed JJ CPW device. Arrows indicate
corresponding axes.
2. Analytical model in the limit of large N
We now study the fundamental mode (m = 1) of an array with many unit-cells (N  1). By Taylor expanding the
cosine of Eqs. (S5) and (S10), the fundamental mode frequency and derivative of the admittance are then given by
ω1 ' pi
N
√
C0(LJ + L0)
(S16)
ImY ′1(ω1) '
N3
pi2
C0 . (S17)
The quantity which relates zero-point fluctuations in phase accross the nth unit cell to the zero-point fluctuations of
the first unit-cell can be simplified to
em(n)− em(n− 1)
em(1)
' sin(
pin
N )− sin(pinN − piN )
pi
N
' cos
(pin
N
)
(S18)
Plugging these quantities into the expression of the anharmonicity, leads to
A1 ' ~
2
2φ20LJ
N2C0(LJ + L0)
pi2
(
LJ
LJ + L0
)4
pi2
N4C20
N∑
n=1
cos4
(pin
N
)
(S19)
=
3pi2
4N3
(
LJ
LJ + L0
)3
e2
C0
(S20)
where φ0 = ~/2e is the reduced flux quantum and we made use of the relation
∑N
n=1 cos(npi/N)
4 = 3N/8.
3. Alternative derivation
We assume that the fundamental cavity mode m = 1 of the JJ array CPW has current antinodes at both ends, i.e.
we are dealing with a λ/2 cavity such that the resonator length l1 = λ1/2 with the resonance wavelength λ1. The
resonance frequency of the fundamental mode dependent on N and l is given by
ω1 =
pi
N
√
C ′l (L′l + LJ)
, (S21)
which is equivalent to Eq. (S16). For given C ′, L′, LJ , ω1 and N , this allows for the calculation of the needed unit
cell length l.
S15
As we are working with a half-wavelength mode, the basic relation between the resonance frequency and the
zero-point fluctuation flux per length in the limit of a continuous flux distribution is given by
1
2
~ω1 =
∫ λ1/2
0
Φ′2zpf
L′n
dx (S22)
where L′n = Ln/l and Φ
′
zpf = Φ
′
z cos
(
2pi
λ1
x
)
is the flux per length of transmission line. This corresponds to
Φ′z =
√
~ω1L′n
l1
. (S23)
Hence, the flux of the nth junction is approximately given by
Φn =
LJ
Ln
Φ′zl cos
(
2pi
λ1
[
n− 1
2
]
l
)
(S24)
where the first factor takes into account that only part of the flux is across the junction. With the Josephson energy
EJ =
Φ20
4pi2LJ
, the anharmonicity is given by
A =
12pi2
6LJΦ20
N∑
n=1
Φ4n (S25)
=
2e2ω21
N2
L3J
L2n
N∑
n=1
cos4
(
pi
N
[
n− 1
2
])
(S26)
=
3pi2
4N3
(
LJ
LJ + L0
)3
e2
C0
, (S27)
where we have used the fact that the cosine sum for values N > 2 is equal to 3N/8, which is identical to the result of
the full analytical model in the limit of large N , cf. Eq. (S20).
